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Abstract

The last five years have seen a rise in implementation-level distributed system model checkers (dmck) for verifying the reliability of real distributed systems. Existing dmcks however rarely exercise multiple failures due to the state-space explosion problem, and thus do not address present reliability challenges of cloud systems in dealing with complex failures. To scale dmck, we introduce semantic-aware model checking (SAMC), a white-box principle that takes simple semantic information of the target system and incorporates that knowledge into state-space reduction policies. We present four novel reduction policies: local-message independence (LMI), crash-message independence (CMI), crash recovery symmetry (CRS), and reboot synchronization symmetry (RSS), which collectively alleviate redundant reorderings of messages, crashes, and reboots. SAMC is systematic; it does not use randomness or bug-specific knowledge. SAMC is simple; users write protocol-specific rules in few lines of code. SAMC is powerful; it can find deep bugs one to two orders of magnitude faster compared to state-of-the-art techniques.

1 Introduction

As more data and computation move from local to cloud settings, cloud systems1 such as scale-out storage systems [7, 13, 18, 41], computing frameworks [12, 40], synchronization services [5, 28], and cluster management services [27, 47] have become a dominant backbone for many modern applications. Client-side software is getting thinner and more heavily relies on the capability, reliability, and availability of cloud systems. Unfortunately, such large-scale distributed systems remain difficult to get right. Guaranteeing reliability has proven to be challenging in these systems [23, 25, 51].

Software (implementation-level) model checking is one powerful method of verifying systems reliability [21, 52, 53]. The last five years have seen a rise of software model checkers targeted for distributed systems [22, 25, 43, 50, 51]; for brevity, we categorize such systems as dmck (distributed system model checker). Dmck works by exercising all possible sequences of events (e.g., different reorderings of messages), and thereby pushing the target system into corner-case situations and unearthing hard-to-find bugs. To address the state-space explosion problem, existing dmcks adopt advanced state reduction techniques such as dynamic partial order reduction (DPOR), making them mature and highly practical for checking large-scale systems [25, 51].

Despite these early successes, existing dmcks unfortunately fall short in addressing present reliability challenges of cloud systems. In particular, large-scale cloud systems are expected to be highly reliable in dealing with complex failures, not just one instance, but multiple of them. However, to the best of our knowledge, no existing dmcks can exercise multiple failures without exploding the state space. We elaborate this issue later; for now, we discuss complex failures in cloud environments.

Cloud systems run on large clusters of unreliable commodity machines, an environment that produces a growing number and frequency of failures, including “surprising” failures [2, 26]. Therefore, it is common to see complex failure-induced bugs such as the one below.

ZooKeeper Bug #335: (1) Nodes A, B, C start with latest txid #10 and elect B as leader, (2) B crashes, (3) Leader election re-run; C becomes leader, (4) Client writes data; A and C commit new txid-value pair {#11:X}, (5) A crashes before committing tx #11, (6) C loses quorum, (7) C crashes, (8) A reboots and B reboots, (9) A becomes leader, (10) Client updates data; A and B commit a new txid-value pair {#11:Y}, (11) C reboots after A’s new tx commit, (12) C synchronizes with A; C notifies A of {#11:X}, (13) A replies to C the “diff” starting with tx 12 (excluding tx {#11:Y}), (14) Violation: permanent data inconsistency as A and B have {#11:Y} and C has {#11:X}.

The bug above is what we categorize as deep bug. To unearth deep bugs, dmck must permute a large number
of events, not only network events (messages), but also crashes and reboots. Although arguably deep bugs occur with lower probabilities than “regular” bugs, deep bugs do occur in large-scale deployments and have harmful consequences (§2.3). We observe that cloud developers are prompt in fixing deep bugs (in few weeks) as they seem to believe in Murphy’s law; at scale, anything that can go wrong will go wrong.

As alluded above, the core problem is that state-of-the-art dmcks [22, 25, 34, 43, 50, 51] do not incorporate failure events to their state exploration strategies. They mainly address scalability issues related to message reorderings. Although some dmcks are capable of injecting failures, usually they only exercise at most one failure. The reason is simple: exercising crash/reboot events will exacerbate the state-space explosion problem. In this regard, existing dmcks do not scale and take very long time to unearth deep bugs. This situation led us to ask: how should we advance dmck to discover deep bugs quickly and systematically, and thereby address present reliability challenges of cloud systems in dealing with complex failures?

In this paper, we present semantic-aware model checking (SAMC; pronounced “Sam-C”), a white-box principle that takes simple semantic information of the target system and incorporates that knowledge in state-space reduction policies. In our observation, existing dmcks treat every target system as a complete black box, and therefore many times perform message re-orderings and crash/reboot injections that lead to the same conditions that have been explored in the past. These redundant executions must be removed significantly to tame the state-space explosion problem. We find that simple semantic knowledge can scale dmck greatly.

The main challenge of SAMC is in defining what semantic knowledge can be valuable for reduction policies and how to extract that information from the target system. We find that useful semantic knowledge can come from event processing semantic (i.e., how messages, crashes, and reboots are processed by the target system). To help testers extract such information from the target system, we provide generic event processing patterns, patterns of how messages, crashes, and reboots are processed by distributed systems in general.

With this method, we introduce four novel semantic-aware reduction policies. First, local-message independence (LMI) reduces re-orderings of concurrent intra-node messages. Second, crash-message independence (CMI) reduces re-orderings of crashes among outstanding messages. Third, crash recovery symmetry (CRS) skips crashes that lead to symmetrical recovery behaviors. Finally, reboot synchronization symmetry (RSS) skips reboots that lead to symmetrical synchronization actions. Our reduction policies are generic; they are applicable to many distributed systems. SAMC users (i.e., testers) only need to feed the policies with short protocol-specific rules that describe event independence and symmetry specific to their target systems.

SAMC is purely systematic; it does not incorporate randomness or bug-specific knowledge. Our policies run on top of sound model checking foundations such as state or architectural symmetry [9, 45] and independence-based dynamic partial order reduction (DPOR) [17, 20]. Although these foundations have been around for a decade or more, its application to dmck is still limited; these foundations require testers to define what events are actually independent or symmetrical. With SAMC, we can define fine-grained independence and symmetry.

We have built a prototype of SAMC (SAMPro) from scratch for a total of 10,886 lines of code. We have integrated SAMPro to three widely popular cloud systems, ZooKeeper [28], Hadoop/Yarn [47], and Cassandra [35] (old and latest stable versions; 10 versions in total). We have run SAMPro on 7 different protocols (leader election, atomic broadcast, cluster management, speculative execution, read/write, hinted handoff, and gossip). The protocol-specific rules are written in only 35 LOC/protocol on average. This shows the simplicity of applying SAMC reduction policies across different systems and protocols; all the rigorous state exploration and reduction are automatically done by SAMPro.

To show the power of SAMC, we perform an extensive evaluation of SAMC’s speed in finding deep bugs. We take 12 old real-world deep bugs that require multiple crashes and reboots (some involve as high as 3 crashes and 3 reboots) and show that SAMC can find the bugs one to two orders of magnitude faster compared to state-of-the-art techniques such as black-box DPOR, random+DPOR, and pure random. We show that this speed saves tens of hours of testing time. More importantly, some deep bugs cannot be reached by non-SAMC approaches, even after 2 days; here, SAMC’s speed-up factor is potentially much higher. We also found 2 new bugs in the latest version of ZooKeeper and Hadoop.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first solution that systematically scales dmck with the inclusion of failures. We believe none of our policies have been introduced before. Our prototype is also the first available dmck for our target systems. Overall, we show that SAMC can address deep reliability challenges of cloud systems by helping them discover deep bugs faster.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we present a background and an extended motivation (§2). Next, we present SAMC and our four reduction policies (§3). Then, we describe SAMPro and its integration to cloud systems (§4). Finally, we close with evaluations (§5), related work (§7), and conclusion (§8).
2 Background

This section gives a quick background on dmck and related terms, followed with a detailed overview of the state of the art. Then, we present cases of deep bugs and motivate the need for dmck advancements.

2.1 DMCK Framework and Terms

As mentioned before, we define dmck as software model checker that checks distributed systems directly at the implementation level. Figure 1 illustrates a dmck integration to a target distributed system, a simple representation of existing dmck frameworks [25, 34, 43, 51]. The dmck inserts an interposition layer in each node of the target system with the purpose of controlling all important events (e.g., network messages, timeouts) and preventing the target system to process the events until the dmck enables them. A main dmck mechanism is the permutation of events; the goal is to push the target system into all possible ordering scenarios. For example, the dmck can enforce abcd ordering in one execution, bead in another, and so on.

We now provide an overview of basic dmck terms we use in this paper and Figure 1. Each node of the target system has a local state (ls), containing many variables. An abstract local state (als) is a subset of the local state; dmck decides which als is important to check. The collection of all (and abstract) local states is the global state (gs) and the abstract global state (ags) respectively. The network state describes all the outstanding messages currently intercepted by dmck (e.g., abd).

To model check a specific protocol, dmck starts a workload driver (which restarts the whole system, runs specific workloads, etc.). Then, dmck generates many (typically hundreds/thousands) executions; an execution (or a path) is a specific ordering of events that dmck enables (e.g., abcd, dbca) from an initial state to a termination point. A sub-path is a subset of a path execution. An event is an action by the target system that is intercepted by dmck (e.g., a network message) or an action that dmck can inject (e.g., a crash/reboot). Dmck enables one event at a time (e.g., enable(c)). To permute events, dmck runs exploration methods such as brute-force (e.g., depth first search) or random. As events are permuted, the target system enters hard-to-reach states. Dmck continuously runs state checks (e.g., safety checks) to verify the system’s correctness. To reduce the state-space exploration problem, dmck can employ reduction policies (e.g., DPOR or symmety). A policy is systematic if it does not use randomness or bug-specific knowledge. In this work, we focus on advancing systematic reduction policies.

2.2 State-of-the-Art DMCKs

MODIST [51] is arguably one of the most powerful dmcks that comes with systematic reduction policies. MODIST has been integrated to real systems due to its exploration scalability. At the heart of MODIST is dynamic partial order reduction (DPOR) [17] which exploits the independence of events to reduce the state explosion. Independent events mean that it does not matter in what order the system execute the events, as their different orderings are considered equivalent.

To illustrate how MODIST adopts DPOR, let’s use the example in Figure 1, which shows four concurrent outstanding messages abed (a and b for N1, c and d for N2). A brute-force approach will try all possible combinations (abed, abdc, acbd, acdb, cbed, and so on), for a total of 4! executions. Fortunately, the notion of event independence can be mapped to distributed system properties. For example, MODIST specifies this reduction policy: a message to be processed by a given node is independent of other concurrent messages destined to other nodes (based on vector clocks). Applying this policy to the example in Figure 1 implies that a and b are dependent1 but they are independent of c and d (and vice versa). Since only dependent events need to be reordered, this reduction policy leads to only 4 executions (ab-cd, ab-dc, ba-cd, ba-dc), giving a 6x speed-up (4!/4).

Although MODIST’s speed-up is significant, we find that one scalability limitation of its DPOR application is within its black-box approach; it only exploits general properties of distributed systems to define message independence. It does not exploit any semantic information from the target system to define more independent events. We will discuss this issue later (§3.1).

Dynamic interface reduction (DIR) [25] is the next advancement to MODIST. This work suggests that a complete dmck must re-order not only messages (global events) but also thread interleavings (local events). The reduction intuition behind DIR is that different thread interleavings often lead to the same global events (e.g., a node sends the same messages regardless of how threads are interleaved in that node). DIR records local explo-

---

1 In model checking, “dependent” events mean that they must be re-ordered. “Dependent” does not mean “causally dependent”.

---

Figure 1: DMCK. The figure illustrates a typical framework of a distributed system model checker (dmck).
Our major finding is that 50% of them are deep bugs found from our bug study. Failure events must happen in a specific order in a long sequence of events. These bugs come from many protocols including ZooKeeper leader election and atomic broadcast, Hadoop MapReduce speculative execution, job/task trackers, and resource/application managers, and Cassandra gossip, anti-entropy, mutation, and hinted handoff. These bugs led to failed jobs, node unavailability, data loss, inconsistency, and corruption. They were labeled as “major”, “critical”, or “blocker”. 12 of these bugs happened within the last one year. The median response time (i.e., time to fix) is two weeks. There are few bugs that involve 4+ reboots and 4+ crashes that we do not show here.

Figure 2: Deep Bugs. The figure lists deep bugs from our bug study and depicts how many crashes and reboots must happen to reproduce the bugs. Failure events must happen in a specific order in a long sequence of events. These bugs came from many protocols including ZooKeeper leader election and atomic broadcast, Hadoop MapReduce speculative execution, job/task trackers, and resource/application managers, and Cassandra gossip, anti-entropy, mutation, and hinted handoff. These bugs led to failed jobs, node unavailability, data loss, inconsistency, and corruption. They were labeled as “major”, “critical”, or “blocker”. 12 of these bugs happened within the last one year. The median response time (i.e., time to fix) is two weeks. There are few bugs that involve 4+ reboots and 4+ crashes that we do not show here.

2.3 Deep Bugs

To understand the unique reliability challenges faced by cloud systems, we performed a study of reliability bugs of three popular cloud systems: ZooKeeper [28], Hadoop MapReduce [47], and Cassandra [35]. We scanned through thousands of issues from their bug repositories. We then tagged complex reliability bugs that can only be caught by a dmck (i.e., bugs that can occur only on specific orderings of events). We found 94 dmck-catchable bugs.1 Our major finding is that 50% of them are deep bugs (require complex re-ordering of not only messages but also crashes and reboots).

Figure 2 lists the deep bugs found from our bug study. Many of them were induced by multiple crashes and reboots. Worse, to reproduce the bugs, crash and reimage events must happen in a specific order within a long sequence of events (e.g., the example bug in §1). Deep bugs lead to harmful consequences (e.g., failed jobs, node unavailability, data loss, inconsistency, corruption), but they are hard to find. We observe that since there is no dmck that helps in this regard, deep bugs are typically found in deployment (via logs) or manually, then they get fixed in few weeks, but afterwards as code changes continuously, new deep bugs tend to surface again.

2.4 Does State of-the-Art Help?

We now combine our observations in the two previous sections and describe why state-of-the-art dmcks do not address present reliability challenges of cloud systems.

First, existing systematic reduction policies often cannot find bugs quickly. Experiences from previous dmck developments suggest that significant savings from sound reduction policies do not always imply high bug-finding effectiveness [25, 51]. To cover deep states and find bugs, many dmcks revert to non-systematic methods such as randomness or manual checkpoints. For example, MODIST combines DPOR with random walk to “jump” faster to a different area of the state space (§4.5 of [51]). DIR developers find new bugs by manually setting “interesting” checkpoints so that future state explorations happen from the checkpoints (§5.3 of [25]). In our work, although we use different target systems, we are able to reproduce the same experiences above (§5.1).

---

1Since this is a manual effort, we might miss some bugs. We also do not report “simple” bugs (e.g., error-code handling) that can be caught by unit tests.
Semantic-aware model checking (SAMC) is a white-box model checking approach that takes semantic knowledge of how events (e.g., messages, crashes, and reboots) are processed by the target system and incorporates that information in reduction policies. To show the intuition behind SAMC, we first give an example of a simple leader election protocol. Then, we present SAMC architecture and our four reduction policies.

### 3.1 An Example

In a simple leader election protocol, every node broadcasts its vote to reach a quorum and elect a leader. Each node begins by voting for itself (e.g., \( N_2 \) broadcasts \( \text{vote}=2 \)). Each node receives vote broadcasts from other peers and processes every vote with this simplified code segment below. As depicted in the code segment below, if an incoming vote is less than the node’s current vote, it is simply discarded. If it is larger, the node changes its vote and broadcasts the new vote.

```
if (msg.vote < myVote) {discard;}
else {myVote = msg.vote; broadcast(myVote);}
```

Let’s assume \( N_4 \) with \( \text{vote}=4 \) is receiving three concurrent messages with votes 1, 2, and 3 from its peers. Here, a dmck with a black-box DPOR approach must perform 6 (3!) orderings (123, 132, and so on). This is because a black-box DPOR does not know the message processing semantic (i.e., how messages will be processed by the receiving node). Thus, a black-box DPOR must treat all of them as dependent (§2.2); they must be re-ordered for soundness. However, by knowing the processing logic above, a dmck can soundly conclude that all orderings will lead to the same state; all messages will be discarded by \( N_4 \) and its local state will not change. Thus, a semantic-aware dmck can reduce the 6 redundant executions to just 1 execution.

The example above shows a scalability limitation of a black-box dmck. Fortunately, simple semantic knowledge has a great potential in removing redundant executions. Furthermore, semantic knowledge can be incorporated on top of sound model checking foundations such as DPOR and symmetry, as we describe next.

### 3.2 Architecture

Figure 3 depicts the three levels of SAMC: sound exploration mechanisms, reduction policies, and protocol-specific rules. SAMC is built on top of sound model checking foundations such as DPOR [17, 20] and symmetry [9, 45]. We name these foundations as mechanisms because a dmck must specify accordingly what events are dependent/independent and symmetrical, which in SAMC will be done by the reduction policies and protocol-specific rules.

Our main contribution lies within our four novel semantic-aware reduction policies: local-message independence (LMI), crash-message independence (CMI), crash recovery symmetry (CRS), and reboot synchronization symmetry (RSS). To the best of our knowledge, none of these approaches have been introduced in the literature. At the heart of these policies are generic event processing patterns (i.e., patterns of how messages, crashes, and reboots are processed by distributed systems). Our policies and patterns are simple and powerful; they can be applied to many different distributed systems. Testers can extract the patterns from their target protocols (e.g., leader election, atomic broadcast) and write protocol-specific rules in few lines of code.

In the next section, we first present our four reduction policies along with the processing patterns. Later, we will discuss ways to extract the patterns from target systems (§3.4) and then show the protocol-specific rules for our target systems (§4.2).
3.3 Semantic-Aware Reduction Policies

We now present four semantic-aware reduction policies that enable us to define fine-grained event dependency/independency and symmetry beyond what black-box approaches can do.

3.3.1 Local-Message Independence (LMI)

We define local messages as messages that are concurrently in flight to a given node (i.e., intra-node messages). As shown in Figure 4a, a black-box DPOR treats the message processing semantic inside the node as a black box, and thus must declare the incoming messages as dependent, leading to 4! permutation of abcd. On the other hand, with white-box knowledge, local-message independence (LMI) can define independence relationships among local messages. For example, illustratively in Figure 4b, given the node’s local state (ls) and the processing semantic (embedded in the if statement), LMI is able to define that a and b are dependent, c and d are dependent, but the two groups are independent, which then leads to only 4 re-orderings. This reduction illustration is similar to the one in Section 2.2, but this time LMI enables DPOR application on local messages.

LMI can be easily added to a dmck. A dmck server typically has a complete view of the local states (§2.1). What is needed is the message processing semantic: how will a node (b) process an incoming message (m) given the node’s current local state (ls)? The answer lies in these four simple message processing patterns (discard, increment, constant, and modify):

Discard: if (pd(m,ls)) (noop); ls++;
Increment: if (pi(m,ls))
Constant: if (pc(m,ls)) ls = Const;
Modify: if (pm(m,ls)) ls = modify(m,ls);

In practice, ls and m contain many fields. For simplicity, we treat them as integers. The functions with prefix p are boolean read-only functions (predicates) that compare an incoming message (m) with respect to the local state (ls); for example, pd can return true if m=ls. The first pattern is a discard pattern where the message is simply discarded if pd is true. This pattern is prevalent in distributed systems with votes/versions; old votes/versions tend to be discarded (e.g., our example in §3.1). The increment pattern performs an increment-by-one update if pi is true, which is also quite common in many protocols (e.g., counting commit acknowledgements). The constant pattern changes the local state to a constant whenever pc is true. Finally, the modify pattern changes the local state whenever pm is true.

Based on these patterns, we can apply LMI in the following ways. (1) m1 is independent of m2 if pd is true on any of m1 and m2. That is, if m1 (or m2) will be discarded, then it does not need to be re-ordered with other messages. (2) m1 is independent of m2 if pi (or pc) is true on both m1 and m2. That is, the re-orderings do not matter because the local state is monotonically increasing by one (or changed to the same constant). (3) m1 and m2 are dependent if pm is true on m1 and pd is not true on m2. That is, since both messages modify the local state in unique ways, then the re-orderings can be “interesting” and hence should be exercised. All these rules are continuously evaluated before every event is enabled. If multiple cases are true, dependency has higher precedence than independency.

Overall, LMI allows dmck to smartly skip redundant re-orderings by leveraging simple patterns. The job of the tester is to find the message processing patterns from a target protocol and write protocol-specific rules (i.e., filling in the content of the four LMI predicate functions (pd, pi, pc, and pm) specific to the target protocol). As an example, for our simple leader election protocol (§3.1), pd can be as simple as: return m.vote < ls.myVote.

3.3.2 Crash-Message Independence (CMI)

Figure 4c illustrates the motivation behind our next policy. The figure resembles an atomic broadcast protocol where a leader (L) sends commit messages to the followers (Fs). Let’s assume commit messages ab to F1 and cd to F2 are still in flight (i.e., currently outstanding in the dmck; not shown). In addition, the dmck would like to crash F3, which we label as a crash event X. The question we raise is: how should X be re-ordered with respect to other outstanding messages (a, b, c, and d)?

As we mentioned before, we find no single dmck that incorporates crash semantics into reduction policies. As an implication, in our example, the dmck must reorder X with respect to other outstanding messages, generating executions Xabcd, ababcd, abcd, and so on. Worse, when abcd are reordered, X will be reordered again. We find this as one major fundamental problem why existing dmcks do not scale with the inclusion of failures.
Local impact:
shows a simple example.

The functions with prefix p are predicate functions that compare the crash event X with respect to the surviving node’s local state (e.g., the leader’s local state). The pg predicate in the global-impact pattern defines that the crash X during the local state ls will lead to a local state change and new outgoing messages (e.g., to other surviving nodes). Here, no reduction can be done because the new crash-induced outgoing messages must be re-ordered with the current outstanding messages. On the other hand, reduction opportunities exist within the local-impact pattern, wherein the pl predicate specifies that the crash will just lead to a local state change but not new messages, which implies that the crash does not need to be re-ordered.

Based on the two crash impact patterns, we apply CMI in the following ways. Given a local state ls at node N, a peer failure X, and outstanding messages (m₁...mₙ) from N to other surviving peers, CMI performs: (1) If pl is true, then X and m₁...mₙ are independent. (2) If pg is true, then X and m₁...mₙ are dependent. In Figure 4c for example, if pl is true in node L, then X does not impact outstanding messages to F₁ and F₂, and thus X is independent to abcd; exercising xabcdn is sufficient.

An example of CMI application is a quorum-based write protocol. If a follower crash occurs and quorum is still established, the leader will just decrease the number of followers (local state change only). Here, for the protocol-specific rules, the tester can specify pl with #follower >= majority and pg with the reverse. Overall, CMI helps dmck scale with the inclusion of failures, specifically by skipping redundant re-orderings of crashes with respect to outstanding messages.

3.3.3 Crash Recovery Symmetry (CRS)

Before we discuss our next reduction policy, we emphasize again the difference between message event and crash/reboot event. Message events are generated by the target system, and thus dmck can only reduce the number of re-orderings (but it cannot reduce the events). Contrary, crash events are generated by dmck, and thus there exists opportunities to reduce the number of injected crashes. For example, in Figure 4c, in addition to crashing F₃, the dmck can also crash F₁ and F₂ in different executions, but that might not be necessary.

To omit redundant crashes, we develop crash recovery symmetry (CRS). The intuition is that some crashes often lead to symmetrical recovery behaviors. For example, let’s assume a 4-node system with node roles FFFL. At this state, crashing the first or second or third node perhaps lead to the same recovery since all of them are followers, and thereby injecting one follower crash could be enough. Further on, if the system enters a slightly different state, FFLL, crashing any of the followers might give the same result as above. However, crashing the leader in the two cases (N4 in the first case and N3 in the second) should perhaps be treated differently because the recovery might involve the dead leader ID. The goal of CRS is to help dmck with crash decision.

The main question in implementing CRS is: how to incorporate crash recovery semantics into dmck? Our solution is to compute recovery abstract global state (rags), a simple and concise representation of crash recovery. CRS builds rags with the following steps:

First, we define that two recovery actions are symmetrical if they produce the same messages and change the same local states in the same way.

Second, we extract recovery logic from the code by flattening the predicate-recovery pairs (i.e., recovery-related if blocks). Figure 5 shows a simple example. Different recovery actions will be triggered based on which recovery predicate (pr₁, pr₂, or pr₃) is true. Each predicate depends on the local state and the information about the crashing node. Our key here is to map each predicate-recovery pair to this formal pattern:

```
if (prᵢ(ls, C.ls))
    modify(ralsᵢ);
    (and/or)
    sendMsg(ralsᵢ);
```

Here, prᵢ is the recovery predicate for the i-th recovery action, and ralsᵢ is the recovery abstract local state (i.e., a subset of all fields of the local state involved in recovery). That is, each recovery predicate defines what recovery abstract local state that matters (i.e., prᵢ→{ralsᵢ}). For example, in Figure 5, if pr₁ is true, then rals₁ only contains the follower variable; if pr₂ is true, rals₂ contains role and leaderId variables.

Third, before we crash a node, we check which prᵢ will be true on each surviving node and then obtain the ralsᵢ. Next, we combine ralsᵢ of all surviving nodes and sort them into a recovery abstract global state (rags); sorting rags helps us exploit topological symmetry (e.g., individual node IDs often do not matter).

Fourth, given a plan to crash a node, the algorithm above gives us the rags that represents the corresponding recovery action. We also maintain a history of rags.
of previous injected crashes. If the rags already exists in the history, then the crash is skipped because it will lead to a symmetrical recovery of the past.

To recap with a concrete example, let’s go back to the case of FFFL where we plan to enable crash(N1). Based on the code in Figure 5, the rags is \{*, ∅, ∅, #follower=3\}; * implies the crashing node; each node typically has a view of the states of its peers. Three predicate-recovery pairs are shown (pr1, pr2, and pr3). In the first, if quorum still exists, the leader simply decrements the follower count. In the second, if quorum breaks, the leader falls back to searching mode (S). In the third, if the leader crashes, the node (as a follower) votes for itself and broadcasts the vote to elect a new leader.

![Figure 5: Crash Recovery in Leader Election](image)

Reboots are also essential to exercise (§2.3), but if not done carefully, will introduce more scalability problems. Reboot reduction policy is needed to help dmck inject reboots “smartly”. The intuition behind reboot synchronization symmetry (RSS) is similar to that of CRS. When a node reboots, it typically synchronizes itself with the peers. However, a reboot will not lead to a new scenario if the current state of the system is similar to the state when the node crashed. To implement RSS, we extract reboot-synchronization predicates and the corresponding actions. Since the overall approach is similar to CRS, we omit further details.

In our experience RSS is extremely powerful. For example, it allows us to find deep bugs involving multiple reboots in the ZooKeeper atomic broadcast (ZAB) protocol. RSS works efficiently here because reboots in ZAB are only interesting if the live nodes have seen new commits (i.e., the dead node falls behind). In contrast, a black-box dmck without RSS initiates reboots even when the live nodes are in similar states as in before the crash, prolonging the discovery of deep bugs.

### 3.4 Pattern Extraction

We have presented four general, simple, and powerful semantic-aware reduction policies along with the generic event processing patterns. With this, testers can write protocol-specific rules by extracting the patterns from their target systems. Given the patterns described in previous sections, a tester must perform what we call as “extraction” phase. Here, the tester must extract the patterns from the target system and write protocol-specific rules specifically by filling in the predicates and abstractions as defined in previous sections; in Section 4.2, we will show a real extraction result (i.e., real rules). Currently, the extraction phase is manual; we leave automated approaches as a future work (§6). Nevertheless, we believe manual extraction is bearable for several reasons. First, today is the era of DevOps [36] where developers are testers and vice versa; testers know the internals of their target systems. This is also largely true in cloud system development. Second, the processing patterns only cover high-level semantics; testers just fill in the predicates and abstractions but no more details. In fact, simple semantics are enough to significantly help dmck go faster to deeper states.

### 4 Implementation and Integration

In this section, we first describe our SAMC prototype, SAMPRO, which we built from scratch because existing
dmcks are either proprietary [51] or only work on restricted high-level languages (e.g., Mace [34]). We will then describe SAMPRO integration to three widely popular cloud systems, ZooKeeper [28], Hadoop/Yarn [47], and Cassandra [35]. Prior to SAMPRO, there was no available dmck for these systems; they are still tested via dmcks that are either proprietary or only work on restricted high-level languages.

### 4.1 SAMPRO

SAMPRO is written in 10,886 lines of code in Java, which includes all the components mentioned in Section 2.1 and Figure 1. The detailed anatomy of dmck has been thoroughly explained in literature [22, 25, 34, 43, 51], and therefore for brevity, we will not discuss many engineering details. We will focus on SAMC-related parts.

We design SAMPRO to be highly portable; we do not modify the target code base significantly as we leverage a mature interposition technology, AspectJ, for interposing network messages and timeouts. Our interposition layer also sends local state information to the SAMPRO server. SAMPRO is also equipped with crash and reboot scripts specific to the target systems. The tester can specify a budget of the maximum number of crashes and reboots to inject per execution. SAMPRO employs basic reduction mechanisms and advanced reduction policies as described before. We deploy safety checks at the server (e.g., no two leaders). If a check is violated, the trace that led to the bug is reported and can be deterministically replayed in SAMPRO. Overall, we have built all the necessary features to show the case of SAMC. Other features such as intra-node thread interleavings [25], scale-out parallelism [44], and virtual clock for network delay [51] can be integrated to SAMPRO as well.

### 4.2 Integration to Target Systems

In our work, the target systems are ZooKeeper, Hadoop 2.0/Yarn, and Cassandra. ZooKeeper [28] is a distributed synchronization service acting as a backbone of many distributed systems such as HBase and High-Availability HDFS. Hadoop 2.0/Yarn [47] is the current generation of Hadoop that separates cluster management and processing components. Cassandra [35] is a distributed key-value store derived from Amazon Dynamo [13].

In total, we have model checked 7 protocols: ZooKeeper leader election (ZLE) and atomic broadcast (ZAB), Hadoop cluster management (CM) and speculative execution (SE), and Cassandra read/write (RW), hinted handoff (HH) and gossiper (GS). These protocols are highly asynchronous and thus susceptible to message re-orderings and failures.
Table 1 shows a real sample of protocol-specific rules that we wrote. Rules are in general very short; we only wrote 35 lines/protocol on average. This shows the simplicity of SAMC’s integration to a wide variety of distributed system protocols.

5 Evaluation

We now evaluate SAMC by presenting experimental results that answer the following questions: (1) How fast is SAMC in finding deep bugs compared to other state-of-the-art techniques? (2) Can SAMC find new deep bugs? (3) How much reduction ratio does SAMC provide?

To answer the first question, we show SAMC’s effectiveness in finding old bugs. For this, we have integrated SAMPRO to old versions of our target systems that carry deep bugs: ZooKeeper v3.1.0, v3.3.2, v3.4.3, and v3.4.5, Hadoop v2.0.3 and v2.2.0, and Cassandra v1.0.1 and v1.0.6. To answer the second question, we have integrated SAMPRO to two recent stable versions: ZooKeeper v3.4.6 (released March 2014) and Hadoop v2.4.0 (released April 2014). In total, we have integrated SAMPRO to 10 versions, showing the high portability of our prototype. Overall, our extensive evaluation exercised more than 100,000 executions and used approximately 48 full machine days.

5.1 Speed in Finding Old Bugs

This section evaluates the speed of SAMC vs. state-of-the-art techniques in finding old deep bugs. In total, we have reproduced 12 old deep bugs (7 in ZooKeeper, 3 in Hadoop, and 2 in Cassandra). Figure 6 illustrates the complexity of the deep bugs that we reproduced.

Table 2 shows the result of our comparison. We compare SAMC with basic techniques (DFS and Random) and advanced state-of-the-art techniques such as black-box DPOR (“bDP”) and Random+bDP (“rDP”). Black-box DPOR is the MODIST-style of DPOR (§2.2). We include Random+DPOR to mimic the way MODIST authors found bugs faster (§2.4). The table shows the number of executions to hit the bug. As a note, a software model checking with the inclusion of failures takes time (back-and-forth communications between the target system and the dmck server, killing and restarting system processes multiple times, restarting the whole system from a clean state, etc.). On average, each execution runs for 40 seconds and involves a long sequence of 20-120 events including the necessary crashes and reboots to hit the bug. We do not show the result of running DFS because it never hits most of the bugs.

Based on the result in Table 2, we make several conclusions. First, with SAMC, we prove that smart systematic approaches can reach to deep bugs quickly. We do not need to revert to randomness or incorporate checkpoints. As a note, we are able to reproduce every deep bug that we picked; we did not skip any of them. (Hunting more deep bugs is possible, if needed).

Second, SAMC is one to two orders of magnitude faster compared to state-of-the-art techniques. Our speed-up is up to 271x (33x on average). But most importantly, there are bugs that other techniques cannot find even after 5000 executions (around 2 days). Here, SAMC’s speed-up factor is potentially much higher (labeled with “||”). Again, in the context of dmck (a process of hours/days), large speed-ups matter. In many cases, state-of-the-art policies such as bDP and rDP cannot reach the bugs even after very long executions. The reasons are the two problems we mentioned earlier (§2.4). Our micro-analysis (not shown) confirmed our hypothesis that non-SAMC policies frequently make redundant crash/reboot injections and event re-orderings that anyway lead to insignificant state changes.

Third, Random is truly “random”. Although many previous dmcks embrace randomness in finding bugs [34, 51], when it comes to failure-induced bugs, we have a different experience. Sometimes Random is as competitive as SAMC (e.g., ZK-975), but sometimes Random is much slower (e.g., ZK-1419), or worse Random sometimes did not hit the bug (e.g., ZK-1492, MR-5505). We find that some bugs require crashes
and/or reboots to happen at very specific points, which is probabilistically hard to reach with randomness. With SAMC, we show that being systematic and semantic aware is consistently effective.

5.2 Ability of Finding New Bugs

The previous section was our main focus of evaluation. In addition to this, we have integrated SAMPRO to recent stable versions of ZooKeeper (v3.4.6, released March 2014) and Hadoop (v2.4.0, released April 2014). In just hours of deployment, we found 1 new ZLE bug involving 2 crashes, 2 reboots, and 52 events, and 1 new Hadoop speculative execution bug involving 2 failures and 32 events. These two new bugs are distributed data race bugs. The ZLE bug causes the ZooKeeper cluster to create two leaders at the same time. The Hadoop bug causes a speculative attempt on a job that is wrongly moved to a scheduled state, which then leads to an exception and a failed job. We can deterministically reproduce the bugs multiple times and we have reported the bugs to the developers. Currently, the bugs are still marked as major and critical, the status is still open, and the resolution is still unresolved.

We also note that in order to unearth more bugs, a dmck must have several complete features: workload generators that cover many protocols, sophisticated perturbations (e.g., message re-ordering, fault injections) and detailed checks of specification violations. Further discussions can be found in our previous work [23]. Currently, SAMPRO focuses on speeding up the perturbation part. By deploying more workload generators and specification checks in SAMPRO, more deep bugs are likely to be found. As an illustration, the 94 deep bugs we mentioned in Section 2.3 originated from various protocols and violated a wide range of specifications.

5.3 Reduction Ratio

Table 3 compares the reduction ratio of SAMC over black-box DPOR (bDP) with different budgets (#crashes and #reboots). This evaluation is slightly different than the bug-finding speed evaluation in Section 5.1. Here, we measure how many executions in bDP are considered redundant based on our reduction policies and protocol-specific rules. Specifically, we run bDP for 3000 executions and run SAMC policies on the side to mark the redundant executions. The reduction ratio is then 3000 divided by the number of non-redundant executions. Table 3 shows that SAMC provides between 37x-166x execution reduction ratio in model checking ZLE and ZAB protocols across different crash/reboot budgets.

Table 3b shows that with each policy the execution reduction ratio increases when the number of crashes and reboots increases.
reboots increases. With more crashes and reboots, the ZLE protocol generates more messages and most of them are independent, and thus the LMI policy has more opportunities to remove redundant message re-orderings. Similarly, the crash and reboot symmetry policies give better benefits with more crashes and reboots. The table also shows that LMI provides the most reduction. This is because the number of message events is higher than crash and reboot events (as also depicted in Table 2).

We now discuss our reduction ratio with that of DIR [25]. As discussed earlier (§2.2), DIR records local exploration (thread interleavings) and replays future incoming messages whenever possible, reducing the work of global exploration. If the target system does not have lots of thread interleavings, DIR’s reduction ratio is estimated to be between $10^1$ to $10^3$ (§5 of [25]). As we described earlier (§2.2), DIR is orthogonal to SAMC. Thus, the reduction ratios of SAMC and DIR are complementary; when both methods are combined, there is a potential for a higher reduction ratio. The DIR authors also hinted that domain knowledge can guide dmcks (and also help their work) to both scale and hit deep bugs (§8 of [25]). SAMC has successfully addressed such need.

Finally, we note that in evaluating SAMC, we use execution reduction ratio as a primary metric. Another classical metric to evaluate a model checker is state coverage (e.g., a dmck that covers more states can be considered a more powerful dmck). However, in our observation state coverage is not a proper metric for evaluating optimization heuristics such as SAMC policies. For example, if there are three nodes ABC that have the same role (e.g., follower), a naive black-box dmck will crash each node and covers three distinct states: *BC, A*C and AB*. However, with a semantic-aware approach (e.g., symmetry), we know that covering one of the states is sufficient.

Thus, less state coverage does not necessarily imply a less powerful dmck.

### 6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss SAMC’s simplicity, generality and soundness. We would like to emphasize that the main goal of this paper is to show the power of SAMC in finding deep bugs both quickly and systematically, and thus we intentionally leave some subtasks (e.g., automated extraction, soundness proofs) for future work.

#### 6.1 Simplicity

In previous sections, we mentioned that policies can be written in few lines of code. Besides LOC, simplicity can be measured by how much time is required to understand a protocol implementation, extract the patterns and write the policies. This time metric is unfortunately hard to quantify. In our experience, the bulk of our time was spent in developing SAMPro from scratch and integrating policies to dmck mechanisms (§2.1). However, the process of understanding protocols and crafting policies requires a small effort (e.g., few days per protocol to the point where we feel the policies are robust). We believe that the actual developers will be able to perform this process much faster than we did as they already have deeper understandings of their code.

#### 6.2 Generality

Our policies contain patterns that are common in distributed systems. One natural question to ask is: how much semantic knowledge should we expose to dmck? The ideal case is to expose as much information as possible as long as it is sound. Since proving soundness and extracting patterns automatically are our future work, in this paper we only propose exposing high-level processing semantics. With advanced program analysis tools that can analyze deep program logic, we believe more semantic knowledge can be exposed to dmck in a sound manner. For example, LMI can be extended to include commutative modifications. This is possible if the program analysis can verify that the individual modification does not lead to other state changes. This will perhaps be the point where symbolic execution and dmck blend in the future (§7).

Nevertheless, we find that high-level semantics are powerful enough. Beyond the three cloud systems we target in this paper, we have been integrating SAMC to MaceMC [34]. MACEMC already employs random exploration policies to model check Mace-based distributed systems such as Mace-based Chord and Pastry. To integrate SAMC, we first must re-implement DPOR in
MaceMC (existing DPOR implementation in MaceMC is proprietary [25]). Then, we have written 18 lines of LMI protocol-specific rules for Chord and attain two orders of magnitude of reduction in execution. This shows the generality of SAMC to many distributed systems.

6.3 Soundness

SAMC policies only skip re-orderings and crash/reboot events that are redundant by definition, however currently our version of SAMC is not sound; the unsound phase is the manual extraction process. For example, if the tester writes a wrong predicate definition (e.g., pd) that is inconsistent with what the target system defines, then soundness (and correctness) is broken. Advanced program analysis tools can be developed to automate and verify this extraction process and make SAMC sound. Currently, the fact that protocol-specific rules tend to be short might also help in reducing human errors. Our prototype, SAMPRO, is no different than other testing/verification tools; full correctness requires that such tools to be free of bugs and complete in checking all specifications, which can be hard to achieve. Nevertheless, we want to bring up again the discussion in Section 2.4 that dmck’s scalability and ability to find deep bugs in complex distributed systems are sometimes more important than soundness. We leave soundness proofs for future work, but we view this as a small limitation, mainly because we have successfully shown the power of SAMC.

7 Related Work

We now briefly discuss more related work on dmck and other approaches to systems verification and testing.

Formal model checking foundations such as partial order reduction [17, 20], symmetry [9, 45], and abstraction [10], were established more than a decade ago. Here, classical model checkers require system models and mainly focus on state-space reduction. Implementation-level model checkers on the other hand are expected to find real bugs in addition to being efficient.

Symbolic execution is another powerful formal method to verify systems correctness. Symbolic execution also faces an explosion problem, specifically the path explosion problem. A huge body of work has successfully addressed the problem and made symbolic execution scale to large (non-distributed) software systems [3, 6, 8, 11, 55]. Symbolic execution and model checking can formally be combined into a more powerful method [4], however this concept has not permeated the world of distributed systems; it is challenging to track symbolic values across distributed nodes.

Reliability bugs are often caused by incorrect handling of failures [23, 24]. Fault-injection testing however is challenging due to the large number of possible failures to inject. This challenge led to the development of efficient fault-injection testing frameworks. For example, AFEX [1] and LFI [39] automatically prioritize “high-impact targets” (e.g., unchecked system calls). These novel frameworks target non-distributed systems and thus the techniques are different than ours.

Similarly, recent work highlights the importance of testing faults in cloud systems (e.g., FATE [23], SETSUDO [30], PREFAIL [31], and OpenStack fault-injector [32]). As mentioned before (§2.2), these frameworks are not a dmck; they cannot re-order concurrent messages and failures and therefore cannot catch distributed concurrency bugs systematically.

The threat of multiple failures to systems reliability already existed since the P2P era; P2P systems are susceptible to “churn”, the continuous process of node joining and departing [42]. Many dmcks such as MACE-MC [34] and CrystalBall [50] evaluate their approaches on P2P systems. Interestingly, we find that they mainly re-order join messages. To our understanding, based on their publications, they did not inject and control node departures. CrystalBall authors mentioned about running churns, but only as part of their workloads, not as events that the dmck can re-order. This illustrates the non-triviality of incorporating failures in dmck.

The deep bugs we presented can be considered as concurrency bugs (in distributed nature). For non-distributed systems, there has been an abundance of innovations in detecting, avoiding, and recovering from concurrency bugs [29, 33, 38, 48]. They mainly target threads. For dmck, we believe more advancements are needed to unearth distributed concurrency bugs that still linger in cloud systems.

Finally, the journey in increasing cloud dependability is ongoing; cloud systems face other issues such as bad error handling code [54], performance failures [14], corruptions [15], and many others. Exacerbating the problem, cloud systems are becoming larger and geographically distributed [37, 46, 56]. We believe cloud systems will observe more failures and message re-orderings, and therefore our work and future dmck advancements with the inclusion of failures will play an important role in increasing the reliability of future cloud systems.

8 Conclusion

Cloud systems face complex failures and deep bugs still linger in the cloud. To address present reliability challenges, dmcks must incorporate complex failures, but existing dmcks do not scale in this regard. We strongly be-
lieve that without semantic knowledge dmck hits a scalability wall. In this paper, we show a strong case that the SAMC principle can elegantly address this scalability problem. SAMC is simple and powerful; with simple semantic knowledge, we show that dmcks can scale significantly. We presented four specific reduction policies, but beyond this, we believe our work triggers the discussion of two important research questions: what other semantic knowledge can scale dmck and how to extract white-box information from the target system? We hope (and believe) that the SAMC principle can trigger future research in this space.
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